THE U.S. AT NIGHT

Ocean, wind and power

Wind Technology Testing Center
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HIGH DEMAND
The natural supply of electricity is close to the area of
greatest demand – the Boston
to Washington corridor.
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OCEAN VS. LAND
Ocean-based turbines have two advantages over
land-based wind turbines:
1. Wind speed over land ebbs after sunset, often becoming too slow for industrial-scale energy production.
2. Offshore wind turbines operate all night, creating a
constant supply of electricity into the grid. Nighttime
energy is crucial for light and heat in the Northeast –
especially during the winter in New England. Constant
production eliminates the need to store energy.
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ON-AGAIN, OFF-AGAIN CAPE WIND
Most consider the 130-turbine
project in Nantucket Sound to be
dead in the water after a deal with
utilities collapsed at the end of 2014.
However Cape Wind still holds a
federal lease and could be revived.
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BUILDING THE TURBINE BASES OFF OF BLOCK ISLAND
first jacket parks alongside the massive marine crane barge.
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2. The crane lifts the bottom section up about 10 feet while the
transport barge backs out from beneath it so the jacket can be
lowered to the sea floor.
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3. The crane then turns and picks up
the first piling from the transport
barge.
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AREAS WERE CAREFULLY PLANNED
Designated wind energy areas off the coast of
Massachusetts and Rhode Island total 1,000
to 1,200 square miles. Both Rhode Island and
Massachusetts conducted extensive ocean
planning and excluded ecologically sensitive
areas. Fishing locations, shipping lanes and
migratory areas for mammals, turtles and birds
resulted in wind development restrictions on
about half the area.

FAR OUT AT SEA …
The Massachusetts Wind
Energy areas are roughly
15 to 20 miles from
the coast of Martha’s
Vineyard. That puts them
just beyond the curvature
of the Earth and not
visible from shore with
the naked eye.
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4. The pilings are long, reinforced steel tubes that are inserted into each of the jacket’s four legs. They are welded
together and hammered deep into the sea bed. Once the
jacket is secured, the pilings will be cut off flush at the top.
MassCEC/EEA Offshore Wind field survey area

Sources: Massachusetts Clean Energy Center, New Bedford Wind Energy Center, National Renewable Energy Laboratories, Deepwater Wind
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TYPES OF OFFSHORE WIND TURBINES
To create wind farms using offshore wind turbines, a supportive and durable foundation is necessary. The most common construction is done with a monopile, which consists of a pipe driven into the seabed and the turbine mounted on top. The Deepwater Wind
project off of Block Island ultilized the jacket technique. Following is a look at how the bases were installed:

1. The transport barge carrying the top and bottom sections of the
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The open ocean off southern New England’s coastline, designated as the Massachusetts Wind Energy Area (MAWEA), is an ideal location for offshore wind turbines. It’s where
warm waters from the Gulf Stream collide with cool air from the northern jet stream. Winds average 21-23 mph (often higher). The wind is strong and steady enough to power
electricity-producing turbines both day and night. There is a relatively shallow continental shelf, with ocean depths 90 to 200 feet. That allows for construction of towers with
fixed, pile-driven foundations. This area of the Atlantic Ocean has similar conditions as the North Sea, where Europeans have developed offshore wind technology and now
operate more than 3,000 turbines.
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5. Finally, the crane lifts the top section of the jacket, or the
deck, and places it on top of the bottom section. The two
structures are welded together forming a solid foundation
for the wind turbine.
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BIG PROJECTS, BIG TURBINES
The Deepwater Wind project off Block Island uses
6 megawatt turbines. Europeans are already
installing 8 megawatt machines and planning
to use 10 megawatt turbines by 2020.
The 6MW machines off Block Island
are nearly 400 feet tall – roughly 100
feet shorter than Boston’s John
Hancock building. Blades are
60 to 70 meters long. The
proposed 8 megawatt
and 10 megawatt
Fenway
turbines are
Park
even bigger.
Blades
505 feet
will be 90
meters long
(almost the
length of a
football field).
A turbine
assembly with
three blades
would be too large
to fit inside Fenway Park.
Electricity is transported by cables
to shore-based transfer stations that
connect to the grid. Cables are buried in a
trench 6-10 feet below the sea floor.
TEXT: ANDY TOMOLONIS; JUSTIN GILBERT, TOM MURPHY/GATEHOUSE MEDIA

